
Gunki D.O.T.S Lure Trout River Spinning Rod

Gunki

Product number: GU-DOTS

Simply the best rods for fans of fishing in small 
rivers and streams.

from 116,99 € * 116,99 €

A series of GUNKI rods designed specifically for trout fishing with artificial lures! Our impressive D.O.T.S. 
range of technically advanced rods has been designed with plenty of input from our trout team. Every detail 
has been carefully considered, from the diameter of the cork handle to the position of the wooden reel seat, 
to ensure the best possible grip and balance. We modified the action of each High Modulus TORAY blank 
to achieve the best possible casting and drilling characteristics and optimise lure control. Each model shows 
the right balance between reactivity, flexibility and power to give you the maximum fishing pleasure. This 
range is sure to cover the vast majority of situations and meet the highest demands of accomplished trout 
anglers.

GUNKI D.O.T.S LURE S-175L-UL

The ideal rod for plug fishing on smaller rivers. Fast action blank keeps you in constant touch with the lure 
detecting subtle changes in flow and transmitting every slight wrist movement to your bait. Perfect for plugs 
between 30 and 50 mm (GAMERA 39F & GAMERA 50SP) and no. 0 and 1 spinners

GUNKI D.O.T.S LURE S-198ML

Designed for small to medium size rivers with the right blend of power and fast action to work plugs and 
soft baits. 198cm is the perfect length for controlled underarm casting and accurately holding baits in the 
current. We advise using plugs between 45 and 65 mm and no.1 and 2 spinners.

GUNKI D.O.T.S LURE S-210ML

The perfect rod for bigger fish in medium to large rivers that casts well and can also be used on lakes. The 



fast action blank handles soft baits, plugs and spoons with enough power to get them working effectively. 
Ideal rod for the opportunist who is just as happy catching a trout, big perch or even a chub on the lure. We 
recommend plugs between 45 and 70mm and spinners from no.1 to no.3

GUNKI D.O.T.S LURE S-240M-ML

Perfect for lure fishing from the bank when wading is not possible. The D.O.T.S LURE S-240M-ML is the 
right length for distance casting and a fast-moderate action ideal for holding lures steady in the flow at range. 
The fast action helps jig baits right under the rod tip around near bank snags and trees. There is enough 
power built into the blank to handle hard fighting fish with ease. We recommend SWH (super heavyweight) 
plugs between 45and 65mm and spinners from no. 1 to no.3.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=5dcb7e19809ae6993dda3f2bb2c70583

